TRANSPORT AND
STORAGE TROLLEY

CYCLONX ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER

Constant cyclonic suction power

2YEAR
WARRANTY

* 1 year warranty only on filter canister

The Zodiac CX35 is equipped with powerful cyclonic
suction technology coupled with the convenience of
multiple cleaning settings for a complete clean of floor,
walls and waterline.
Conveniently transport and store away your CX35
in the robust and easily assembled trolley.

Zodiac CX35
Cyclonx Robotic Pool Cleaner

EBOX

TRANSPORT AND
STORAGE TROLLEY

PUSH 'N' GO

CYCLONIC SUCTION

Key Product Features & Benefits
Ebox
Conveniently control cleaner with the touch of a button.
Control and customize cleaning settings, simply increase or
decrease cycle duration using Timer Adjustment: + / - 30 min. The
full filter indicator lets you know when to empty and clean out the
filter canister.

Cyclonic Suction
Powerful cyclonic suction technology for optimum and consistent
efficiency with no loss of suction power.

No loss of suction power
Captures large debris such as leaves and gum nuts while ensuring
constant suction power throughout the cleaning cycle.

Push 'N' Go
Easy and hygienic access to filter canister. Simply press the
Push 'N' Go button to release the filter canister and easily
empty debris.

Surface Control System (SCS)
The Ebox comes equipped with a Surface Control System which
lets you adjust the settings for wall cleaning on rough to smooth
surfaces. The LED lights on the Ebox illuminate to indicate
pump strength.

Certified to Australian safety standards

Zodiac Group Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: 1300 763 021 www.zodiac.com.au

Transport and storage trolley
Easy to assemble with a robust and ergonomic design.
Easy storage and transportation of cleaner, cable and Ebox.

Product Specifications
Robotic pool cleaner
Easy installation: Plug & play
Cleaning areas: Floor / Walls / Waterline
Cleaning cycles: Floor only
Floor / Walls / Waterline
Energy consumption: 150 Watt/ hour
Weight: 9.5 kg
Suitable for most shapes of in-ground pools 12m x 6m
Suitable for concrete, pebblecrete, quartzon, fibreglass,
vinyl surfaces

Packaging Content
1 Robotic cleaner + 18m cable
1 Ebox
Quick start guide and warranty card
Transport and storage trolley
Zodiac lives in the backyards of Australian families, at home in the pool. Zodiac began and
continues with a dedication to innovation and new product development, focused on ensuring
a better way of life. Our products deliver solutions to take the hassle out of owning a pool. So,
all that’s left is for you to enjoy it; to enjoy a better life.

